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In the end, Du Jiu Sheng couldn’t convince her and could only helplessly shake his head as he said to her 

with a smile, “Really a foolish Xiao Qing…..” 

There was a gentle tone to his voice when he said this and a slight ambiguity. 

Luo Qing Chen just said ‘see you tomorrow’ before disappearing from the room. 

There was a strange feeling that spread from the bottom of her heart. 

Although there was no system here, Du Jiu Sheng should be the male lead! 

The next morning, Luo Qing Chen and him prepared their necessary items and headed off to the airport. 

After arriving at the airport, Du Jiu Sheng looked at Luo Qing Chen beside him and said, “Mister X should 

know that that Destiny Life Map is a fake by now.” 

“This fast?” Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and asked, “So is there another use to the fake Destiny Life 

Map?” 

“Wherever Luo Zi Jun took it, it should have cracked all the passwords.” Du Jiu Sheng’s eyes had a faint 

sparkle as he said, “That way we can just pick an identity to enter the base with.” 

At the same time, at the shadow organization base. 

Luo Zi Jun was trembling as she knelt on the ground with a pale face. Half an hour ago, she was proudly 

holding the other half of the Destiny Life Map and was asking to see mister X. 

She never would have thought that her situation half an hour later would become this dangerous. 

After a while, the female agent beside mister X came in front of her and threw down a dagger, “Do it 

yourself!” 

“No!” Luo Zi Jun desperately shook her head and said, “Someone must have framed me…..They must 

have…..” 

She never thought that by casually touching a book, the bookshelf would suddenly open. 

She had really naively thought that even god was helping her! 

She never knew that she was bringing the sheep into the tiger’s mouth. 

The female agent looked down slightly and lifted her chin, “Mister X never listens to nonsense, do you 

want to do it yourself or should I do it?” 

“Mister X.” Luo Zi Jun desperately cried out, “My big sister wants to betray you, she personally told me 

this!” 

Changing the topic was her best skill. 
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And this method worked most of the time. 

For example, now. 

When the female agent’s dagger was about to see blood, mister X’s voice slowly sounded. 

“Is this true?” 

It was like Luo Zi Jun heard her saviour’s voice and she crawled forward on the ground as she said, “It’s 

true! It’s definitely true! My big sister told me that she couldn’t take the organization’s control and 

wanted to leave! This is why Zi Jun wrote that secret letter and the reason why there’s a conflict 

between me and her!” 

“Based on what can you prove this?” Mister X’s voice was very cold, but he half believed Luo Zi Jun’s 

words. 

It wasn’t what she said, but rather that Luo Qing Chen had never contacted the organization after 

leaving for C City. 

Her watch still showed signs of life, which meant that she was still alive. 

An agent that was alive didn’t immediately contact the organization, the only possibility was—— 

She had betrayed them! 

“I’m willing to go to C City again to obtain information for the organization and get the real Destiny Life 

Map.” She bit her lip as she said this word for word, “If I fail this time, it’s up to mister X to decide my 

fate.” 

“Alright, I’ll give you one more chance.” After a while, the light behind the screen disappeared and 

mister X stood to leave. 

The female agent gave a shrug. She dropped the dagger with a look of disdain as she looked at Luo Zi Jun 

crawling on the ground and said, “You really aren’t even half of what your big sister is.” 

Luo Zi Jun tightly bit her lip as she looked down with eyes filled with killing intent. 
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The forbidden military zone. 

They were observing the surrounding actions through a telescope not far away. Luo Qing Chen was in a 

prepared state, waiting for sir head’s orders to immediately make a move. 

She never thought that she would hear something incredible from Du Jiu Sheng. 

“The sun is setting, let’s go eat dinner!” After saying this, he packed up the telescope and walked over to 

the car. 

He left Luo Qing Chen behind with a stunned expression. 

No wonder he was wearing a suit, so he wasn’t planning on acting today! 
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Luo Qing Chen tightly followed him and asked when she sat down in the passenger seat, “Why aren’t 

you moving? If you don’t act today, then your fake Destiny Life Map will have no use.” 

This was because mister X would definitely replace all the passwords. He had to take advantage of the 

time when the programmers hadn’t changed the passwords yet to execute his plan. 

“I understand him better than you.” He started the car with a fascinating look in his eyes as he said, “If 

we were to enter the military zone today, the chance of us successfully stealing the Destiny Life Map 

and leaving is…..zero percent.” 

“Then what did you come here for? I know this place, there’s no need to scout it!” When Luo Qing Chen 

knew that they were just here to scout, black lines appeared on her head and countless crows cried out 

inside her world. 

“Truly a foolish Xiao Qing…..” Du Jiu Sheng took a sharp turn and an almost perfect smile appeared as he 

said, “I was afraid you would be unsettled if we didn’t come.” 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned and she was completely silent. 

This head was different from what she imagined, he was sometimes cold and sometimes careful. 

But he wasn’t stern and even broke out in laughter from time to time. 

Two hours later, the two of them came to an upscale western restaurant. 

In front of the window on the second floor, Luo Qing Chen watched Du Jiu Sheng elegantly eat a steak in 

front of her without a single sense of urgency. 

Du Jiu Sheng saw her not moving her knife and fork and asked, “Are you not hungry?” 

“No!” She instantly answered his question. 

Her words were filled with power! 

He looked at her expression and chewed his steak while saying, “It’s about to be eight, you have five 

minutes.” 

“Ah?” Luo Qing Chen’s expression suddenly became interested. She raised a brow as she asked, “Is it 

time to move? It’s a good thing you have another method?” 

“This.” His lips curled into a faint smile as he looked up and said, “This restaurant will be performing 

Heavenly Girl Scattering Flowers at eight, it’s quite good!” 

…… 

“He, he, he.” She quickly gave two awkward laughs before stabbing her steak and saying, “Sorry, I’m not 

interested.” 

Without knowing why, perhaps it was because she was a special agent in this world, she had never been 

interested in things that normal girls liked as the hard training from her youth flashed in her mind. 

Du Jiu Sheng finished his steak and took out a new pair of knife and fork. He cut her steak as he said, 

“Eat a bit more, otherwise everything will be closed when you want to eat at night.” 



“Sir head is planning on staying here to watch the performance?” She came closer and said, “Shouldn’t 

we head back earlier to get up earlier…..Wu…..” 

There was a large piece of the steak that was placed in her mouth, not letting her say another word. 

Du Jiu Sheng looked at her and said, “Quickly eat, there’s still five seconds.” 

She said in her heart: No! No! I will slowly eat! I don’t like watching performances! 

5, 4, 3, 2, 1…… 

“Peng!” There was a loud gunshot and the twentieth floor’s window shattered to pieces. 

It was a different kind of scattering flowers….. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned as she swallowed the piece of steak. 
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In an instant, the beautiful scene of the twentieth floor filled her eyes. 

The surrounding people fell into a panic and several security guards surrounded a man in a white suit, 

protecting him. 

“Is the performance beautiful?” Du Jiu Sheng’s eyes were sparkling. He picked up the glass of orange 

juice in front of him and put the strong in her mouth, as his other hand went to the other side of her 

face, protecting her from the shattered glass. 

At that moment, she was stunned in place. She unconsciously took a sip of the orange juice and stared 

into his eyes in a daze. 

The faint night light without the window shined onto Du Jiu Sheng’s face, as his eyes filled with a gentle 

look…… 

There was chaos around them, some were panicking and some were watching the play. The crowd kept 

moving around and the scene fell into chaos. 

“What is going on, what is happening?” 

“God, save me! There’s so much broken glass!” 

“Quickly, everyone gather together. Don’t get close to the windows!” 

– 

Luo Qing Chen suddenly stood up and unconsciously pulled Du Jiu Sheng over to a lamp post on the side. 

Her eyes narrowed as she looked out at a certain place in the night. 

This upscale restaurant on the twentieth floor was already quite high. To see this position and to shoot 

at it, the snipe had to be in a higher position. 

Looking around, there was a skyscraper that was twenty five floors high that could be used as a sniper 

point. 
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Luo Qing Chen turned to Du Jiu Sheng beside her and asked in a low voice with serious eyes, “How high 

is this building?” 

“Thirty floors.” Du Jiu Sheng looked at her and said, “You stay here and protect the man in the white 

suit, I’ll go meet him.” 

Luo Qing Chen’s breath paused and she knit her brows. That’s right, the sniper had to be on top of a 

skyscraper. 

She beautifully turned when Du Jiu Sheng wasn’t prepared and took out the gun from the bag behind 

him before running off. 

This was an assembled high precision sniper rifle. Luo Qing Chen’s mind turned, no wonder Du Jiu Sheng 

looked so calm just now, he had also been prepared. 

Du Jiu Sheng watched Luo Qing Chen’s back as his dark as night eyes filled with a bottomless deepness. 

She really was worthy of being the number one agent of the shadow organization. Other than him and 

mister X, there was no one in this world who could keep up with her speed. 

The reason why he and mister X were faster than her was because they were different from normal 

people. 

His expression changed slightly. He didn’t have time to think as he quickly followed her. 

– 

The wind by her ears became louder and the sky was covered in clouds, it seemed like a storm was 

coming. 

Luo Qing Chen stood on the roof as the roaring wind blew past her. 

She slightly knit her brows as she quickly found the location of the sniper. She raised the rifle in one 

motion without a single pause. 

But she was nervous deep down. 

This building was close to six hundred yards from the skyscraper on the other side. There were only 

three people who could hit their targets with a bullet from over six hundred yards. 

One was mister X, one was Zuo Yu Chen, and another was a young soldier whose name she didn’t know. 

The reason why she didn’t know this name was because Luo Qing Chen had never seen this person’s 

name in the shadow organization’s files before. 

She didn’t have time to think as she looked at the sniper through the scope. 

What entered her eyes was Zuo Yu Chen. He didn’t seem to notice and was looking somewhere else the 

entire time. 

If she made a move, it would reveal the fact that she had betrayed them. 

But carefully thinking about it, based on the fact that she didn’t report even though she was alive, with 

mister X’s intelligence, he should have already guessed it. 



Her eyes narrowed as she looked at Zuo Yu Chen in the scope and her lips curled into a faint smile. 

The previous host’s grudge should be repaid….. 
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Her best sniper score was five hundred and eighty yards and that was when there were no clouds and 

she could see in broad daylight. 

But now clouds covered the sky and thunder roared out, she didn’t know how confident she was in 

hitting Zuo Yu Chen. 

The other side was still holding a sniper rifle, but they were no longer on the twentieth floor, rather they 

were in a park on the ground. 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows in confusion, but her hands didn’t stop moving. 

She quickly adjusted the sniper rifle and loaded the gun. 

When she looked through the sights again, her hands couldn’t help trembling. 

Her lips curled as a helpless feeling filled her heart. 

This was because when she made her final confirmation, Zuo Yu Chen had already sensed her. 

Moreover when she looked into the sights, the bullet had already been fired. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t dodge it and quickly pulled the trigger, firing her bullet. 

This situation really was a fight to the death. 

“Peng.” The bullet loudly hit the concrete behind her. This slight deviation made Luo Qing Chen let out a 

long sigh. 

At the same time, her bullet had hit Zuo Yu Chen’s shoulder by luck. 

Zuo Yu Chen gave a grunt of pain as he knit his brows and a trace of blood came from his mouth. 

It seemed like Zuo Yu Chen was not as powerful as she thought. 

The title of the number one sniper of the shadow organization was going to be given up! 

But this kind of confrontation made Zuo Yu Chen’s eyes fill with excitement, like flames that wanted to 

swallow Luo Qing Chen. 

Back in the shadow organization, Luo Qing Chen’s abilities had firmly pressed him down, making him 

second. 

It was well known that only first place was loved in this world, no one would remember who was second 

place. 

But it was a good thing that he had gained mister X’s attention for his long range sniping skills and had 

won a position in the shadow organization. 
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At least the ordinary agents looked at him with looks of worship. 

They felt he was a core member of the shadow organization, one of mister X’s hands. 

But now, he had tarnished his name of number one sniper….. 

He rarely saw Luo Qing Chen use guns, but he never thought that when they were dueling to the death, 

her sniping skills would be better than his. 

No…..He definitely couldn’t let her steal his title, even if it was the woman that he admired! 

There was no one in this world who could surpass him, no one! 

Zuo Yu Chen squatted down and quickly installed a special shadow organization laser sight on his pistol. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as she couldn’t see the other side anymore with the scope. 

It seemed like that shot just now had completely suppressed him. 

She turned around and saw Du Jiu Sheng who had tightly knit brows. 

His right hand softly turned the blue ring on his finger. There was no bottom to his deep, dark eyes, but 

there was an ice cold look of death. 

She had a confident smile as she slowly walked over to him. 

But her feet suddenly stopped as she felt a cold feeling from behind her. 

There was the laser red dot that was fixed onto her neck. 

Luo Qing Chen’s breath stopped. Although she had hit the other side, she hadn’t completely suppressed 

them. 

In the world of snipers, if you couldn’t completely suppress the other side, it meant that the opponent 

had another chance to take your life. 

She saw Du Jiu Sheng’s eyelashes tremble as his face became a bit pale. 

In that instant, she really felt that she was going to die. 

“Die!” Roaring into the cold wind, Zuo Yu Chen pulled the trigger as his eyes were became completely 

bloodshot. 
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In an instant, Du Jiu Sheng took out his pistol and his proud figure took an impressive form in the cold 

wind. There was a faint sparkle in his deep eyes that was filled with incomparable power. 

His lips curled into a faint smile. When the bullet was about to hit Luo Qing Chen, he pulled the trigger. 

“Peng!” Du Jiu Sheng’s bullet hit the other side’s bullet, bouncing two meters away from Luo Qing Chen. 

This series of actions spanned over three seconds. 
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After that, he let go of the pistol. He came forward and a large hand grabbed Luo Qing Chen, taking the 

rifle from her hand and pulling her behind him. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned as she looked at Du Jiu Sheng with disbelief and shock. 

This kind of accuracy was comparable to mister X. 

Could it be that he was the unknown soldier? 

Du Jiu Sheng ignored Luo Qing Chen’s shock and quickly set up the rifle as a sharp look appeared in his 

eyes. 

But when he was about to pull the trigger. 

“Ding, ding, dang, ding, ding, dang, ling, er, xiang, ding, dang…..” 

His phone rang….. 

But if he didn’t pull the trigger, the man wouldn’t stay any longer. 

Du Jiu Sheng knit his brows and put down the rifle, as he took out his phone. 

When he answered the phone, he pressed the speaker button. 

There was a period of silence before a voice that was incomparably familiar to Luo Qing Chen sounded, 

“Junior brother, have you been well?” 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned. The other side was actually…..mister X. 

Du Jiu Sheng’s eyes turned dark. Without any expression, his cold voice sounded, “Speak quickly.” 

Mister X couldn’t help laughing as he said, “Junior brother really is powerful, making the agent that I 

trained for ten years betray me in a single night. You are still as charming as ever, no wonder…..she likes 

you this much.” 

He just gave a cold snort before saying in a voice without any warmth, “If you just wanted to say this, 

you didn’t need to call me.” 

When Du Jiu Sheng was about to hang up, mister X continued, “I placed a time bomb on the Magpie 

Bridge of Happy Park and there is still twenty minutes before the explosion. I never owed anyone a debt, 

especially you.” 

After saying this, there was a dial tone from the other end. 

Du Jiu Sheng narrowed his eyes and his slender fingers quickly keyed a certain number before saying, 

“Team one of the bomb squad should head to Magpie Bridge of Happy Park immediately.” 

After that, he slowly turned around and looked at the pale faced Luo Qing Chen, as a trace of pain 

flashed in his eyes. 

“Truly a foolish Xiao Qing…..” Du Jiu Sheng slightly knit his brows as he said, “I think you should know 

about total suppression in the world of snipers, do you know how dangerous it was just now?” 



Actually Du Jiu Sheng knew that when she dueled Zuo Yu Chen, there was a faint unsettled feeling in his 

heart. 

He was suddenly a bit afraid that he couldn’t protect the girl in front of him. 

“I know.” She slightly knit her brows. Remembering the moment of life and death, small beads of sweat 

appeared on her head. 

But as a professional agent, this was not the time to think about this. 

She took a deep breath and slowly adjusted herself before asking with knit brows, “Who was mister X’s 

target?” 

“His target before was the man in the white suit from the restaurant, professor Shen, a specialist in virus 

experimentation.” His eyes narrowed as he looked at the park at Happy Park not far away. He said in a 

cool voice, “Now…..it should be you.” 

His senior brother Murong Xi was someone who hated nothing more than betrayal. 

Now, Luo Qing Chen was the person he wanted to get rid of the most and he would definitely do 

everything to…..kill her. 
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They went to Magpie Bridge as fast as possible. Although there was a light rain falling down, there were 

still people in Happy Park. 

One, it was because it was more interesting boating and walking in the rain and two, because it was the 

Qixi Festival, so there were many couples here on dates. 

According to the rumours, on the day of the Qixi Festival, if a man and a woman were to confess on the 

Magpie Bridge, they would forever earn the favour of the cowherd and the weaver girl. 

Many young couples had come to the Magpie Bridge to confess because of this rumour. 

Du Jiu Shen walked in front while Luo Qing Chen followed, half pushing as they moved to the Magpie 

Bridge. 

There was a certain trash can by the bridge that had a brown box inside. 

Inside there had to be a bomb. 

Du Jiu Sheng looked at the location of the first bomb squad on his phone and his brows knit even tighter. 

Due to the quick communication, the closest police force near Happy Park were already on scene and 

were cordoning off the park. 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the large clock in Happy Park, there was already less than fifteen minutes until 

the explosion. 

She suddenly remembered that today was the Qixi Festival and she became unsettled. 
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She looked up slightly at Du Jiu Sheng and said, “Today is the Qixi Festival, there are too many people at 

Happy Park. Even if you have the bomb squad block the roads, it’s already too late.” 

Du Jiu Sheng looked forward, as if he was thinking of a plan. 

Luo Qing Chen looked at Du Jiu Sheng beside her and said, “I can give it a try.” 

Actually, she wasn’t that confident. Although she was first class in shooting and overall skills, she was 

quite weak when it came to defusing bombs. 

After all, terrorist organizations only gave people bombs and rarely defused them….. 

When someone used a bomb on a colleague to threaten mister x, mister X would calmly say: Explode! 

He was a very cold blooded person, never caring if agents died. 

To him, they were only puppets that had value in being used. 

It was unknown how strong the bomb was. Although people were being evacuated, there were still 

many ships under the bridge they couldn’t contact in time, it was impossible to detonate it in the water. 

Moreover, there might be singles who would be swimming naked under Magpie Bridge on this romantic 

night…… 

Detonating it was too unsafe, the best method was to defuse the bomb. 

Seeing that he didn’t reply, she anxiously analyzed the situation, “There is less than fifteen minutes until 

the explosion. With how much traffic there is because of the Qixi Festival, it is impossible for your bomb 

squad to get here in time. You’re clearly not confident in defusing the bomb. Since I said I’ll give it a try, 

that means I have some confidence and I wouldn’t use my life as a joke.” 

She knew that he was worried about something, but as an agent who was always in danger, this kind of 

thing was normal for her. 

Du Jiu Sheng had a stern look as he deeply looked at Luo Qing Chen. His emotions were complicated, she 

had said all his worries. 

The points weren’t bad. 

But this was a separate matter. To let her go into danger, he was feeling a bit uncomfortable. 

Du Jiu Sheng looked at his watch and tightly knit his brows before revealing a helpless look. 

This was not worry, it was fear…… 

“Be careful.” He turned his eyes away from Luo Qing Chen, looking in another direction. 

Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled as she said, “Be assured, sir head!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she took the tools sent by the police and headed towards the bomb. 
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Most of the surrounding people had been evacuated, but there were too many boats under the bridge 

and they couldn’t evacuate them all in this short period of time. 

Luo Qing Chen carefully unwrapped the box and seriously looked at the bomb that was counting down. 

This was a time bomb made of mercury balls and wrapped wires. There were a total of seven crossed 

wires and if she snipped even a single wrong wire, the mercury would immediately explode. 

Furthermore, because it was made with mercury balls, the bomb couldn’t be moved since the mercury 

balls would immediately explode if it felt any tremor. 

This kind of bomb wasn’t considered special, two kinds of special detonation devices could improve the 

accuracy of the blast. 

Luo Qing Chen carefully opened the LCD panel and began defusing the bomb. 

She slightly pursed her lips as she went over the mercury bomb defusal method in her mind before 

cutting the first yellow wire. 

Thunder filled the sky and rain poured down, falling onto Luo Qing Chen’s face. She was no longer able 

to distinguish between rain and sweat. In this moment of concentration, every single cell in her body 

was focused. 

She didn’t dare make the smallest mistake. 

The police around her didn’t leave. They firmly stood there like a protective line for the people, not 

moving at all. 

Du Jiu Sheng’s hands were in his pocket and tightly clenched into fists. He didn’t open an umbrella as he 

looked at Luo Qing Chen without turning, letting the rain wash over him. 

Time passed minute by minute, second by second, as Luo Qing Chen cut the wires one by one. 

Suddenly, Luo Qing Chen trembled as her lips couldn’t help raising into a helpless smile. Her right hand 

weakly came down as she gave a deep sigh. 

Everyone took a cold breath as they blankly looked at each other, not knowing what was going on. 

At this moment, there were three minutes left before the explosion. 

Du Jiu Sheng’s eyes flickered with an unpredictable look. 

He passed through the cordon and firmly walked towards Luo Qing Chen. 

At this time, there was no difference between walking towards her and walking towards death. 

Du Jiu Sheng stood behind her and his gentle as water voice slowly came out, “Don’t worry, I’m here.” 

There were only two wires left on the bomb. 

One was red and one was green. 

It wasn’t that Luo Qing Chen wasn’t cutting them, it was because the two wires….. 



Ended in the same place! 

It meant that the person defusing the bomb had to take a gamble in this moment. 

Escaping if they won the bet, dying if they lost the bet. 

There was only a minute left before the explosion. 

Luo Qing Chen softly said, “Run now, there’s still time. I don’t dare guarantee how many people will die 

under the bridge.” 

Du Jiu Sheng didn’t say anything as Luo Qing Chen kept going, “I’ll take a gamble.” 

There was no reply from behind her. 

She slowly turned around looking at Du Jiu Sheng in the rain. She seemed to see a certain meaning in his 

eyes and the words ‘you leave first’ was stuck in her mouth, turning into..,… 

“What, you want to die with me?” In her clear eyes, there was a rarely seen decisive look. 

These words were like flirting. At the Magpie Bridge, in this kind of rain, it seemed just right. 

Du Jiu Sheng trembled as his brows relaxed and he revealed a faint smile, “Alright!” 

He never thought that he would end his life like this, but this situation seemed like it…..wasn’t bad. 

The Magpie Bridge on the Qixi Festival, as the sky turned red from the sun setting. The clear water, 

everything seemed like a dream. 
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Even at this point of life and death, Luo Qing Chen’s body suddenly became stiff, a feeling that she had 

never felt before. 

At this moment, the bomb squad had just arrived outside the cordon. The leader of the squad opened 

up his computer and loudly said, “Quickly, cut the red one!” 

Mister X’s favourite colour was red, the colour of blood. 

Luo Qing Chen was brought back to reality by this roar. 

She turned and looked at the LCD screen with only fifteen seconds left. She took a deep breath and took 

the scissors, moving them down. 

But she wasn’t aiming at the red one, rather it was the green one. 

Perhaps she didn’t want to cut the red marriage line that went hand in hand with life and death. 

When the count on the LCD screen stopped at six seconds, she felt herself sink as she fell into darkness. 

In her dream, there seemed to be a prince in white gently holding her, protecting her. 

When she opened her eyes again, Luo Qing Chen woke up to the smell of formalin and alcohol. 
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She slightly knit her brows, knowing that this was a hospital without even thinking. 

The nurse saw that she was awake and came forward with a bright smile, “You’re finally awake.” 

Luo Qing Chen nodded before sitting up. 

She looked at Du Jiu Sheng who was reading a newspaper on the sofa and said, “I fainted?” 

“Un, an acute fever from your wound being infected.” Du Jiu Sheng put down the newspaper and 

walked to her side. He softly touched her forehead and said, “It’s alright now.” 

Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and tried hard to remember. Thinking of not long ago, back in the rain when 

her body couldn’t take it anymore. 

“As expected…..” She thought about it before looking at Du Jiu Sheng and saying, “Mister X loves red 

that much, how could he let others cut it!” 

Du Jiu Sheng gave a soft laugh as he helplessly shook his head, “I suddenly feel we’re not talking about 

the same thing.” 

She was worried about the bomb and he….. 

Was worried about her body! 

She looked up into his deep as the stars eyes and said with a shrug, “It’s just a small fever.” 

According to the memories of the previous host, she had been locked in an ice cellar when she had a 

forty degree fever and she still survived. 

This is the reason why she betrayed him so decisively, mister X wasn’t human! 

Du Jiu Sheng saw her not caring at all and his heart filled with pain. 

He couldn’t help raising his hand to softly flick her head, “Truly a foolish Xiao Qing…..” 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned as she quickly protected her head. She looked at him in surprise and said, 

“What are you doing!” 

“I just want to say——” He saw the cute look in her eyes and couldn’t stop his heart from filling with 

warmth, “I will protect you in the future.” 

She was stunned as she remembered what she asked Du Jiu Sheng yesterday. 

At that point of life and death, he came up behind her and told her he wanted to walk the path of life 

and death together with her. 

This scene really was unbelievably beautiful. 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat before teasing him, “Our sir head needs to properly learn 

how to defuse bombs from now on!” 

He nodded with a faint smile, “Alright.” 

Properly speaking, he really only needed to know a bit about how to defuse bombs. 



She revealed a smile to him. The sunlight slowly shined in from outside and a strong breeze blew 

through the white curtains. 

“Ding, ding, dang, ding, ding, dang, ling, er, xiang, ding, dang…..” The ambiguous atmosphere had 

reached a peak. 

Du Jiu Sheng’s phone sounded again. 

He gave two un sounds before slightly knitting his brows. 

“What is it?” 

This call definitely wasn’t good news. 

“We’ve already got to professor Shen and obtained all his research materials.” 

“Isn’t that a good thing?” 

“The virus testing site is not as we imagined.” 
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“I’ll go with you.” Luo Qing Chen very decisively took out the needle from her arm and put on her coat, 

“Based on your expression, we shouldn’t have much time.” 

In a race against mister X, it was definitely a race against time. 

“Xiao Qing.” Du Jiu Sheng casually said to her, “You don’t need to go this time.” 

After facing snipers and bombs last night, he could feel the panic in his heart. 

For the current Du Jiu Sheng, Luo Qing Chen was no longer just a partner. 

Or perhaps, he no longer wanted her to be his partner….. 

“What does that mean?” She pursed her lips as her eyes filled with confusion, “You don’t trust me?” 

“No——” 

“You’re worried I’ll show mercy?” 

“No——” 

“You’re afraid that I’ll be a bother?” 

“No——” 

“Then why!?” 

“I like you!” 

It was like the air had frozen around them. 

The warm wind hit Luo Qing Chen’s face and her heart beat fast without stop. 
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Du Jiu Sheng narrowed his eyes as he looked at her and his star like eyes stared right through her eyes, 

“I don’t want you to be in danger.” 

This was a very strange feeling. He knew that when he saw her for the first time, he wanted to break all 

the rules to save her. 

He knew at that time that this person would enter his life and become a very important person to him. 

No, his most important person. 

Suddenly, she lost all her anger. She just looked at him and felt this strange warmth that came from 

being protected. 

“Your confession is so sudden!” The moment she spoke, she felt her face being covered with a blush and 

she felt her blood boiling within her. 

“If a confession can stop you from going.” He gently looked at her and softly touched her head as he 

said, “I don’t mind saying it a few more times.” 

He was not a man who liked beating around the bush, he liked what he liked. 

He wouldn’t try to guess the other side’s mind and he wouldn’t try to seek results by testing them again 

and again. 

As a soldier, expressing your mind was the most important thing! 

Luo Qing Chen felt the blush on her face spread to the tip of her ears, it seemed like sir head was in his 

teasing mode. 

It was very successful, layers upon layers without a single gap! 

“But I still think that I should go.” She knit her brows as she looked at him, “At least you should tell me 

what the phone call was about so I can decide if I go or not.” 

She didn’t know much about the virus testing site. Mister X had said that no agents were allowed to 

enter and everything about it was kept absolutely confidential. 

She had heard a bit about professor Shen before. He was someone from the shadow organization, but 

he had fled the base a month ago and his whereabouts were unknown. 

It seemed like Zuo Yu Chen’s target this time was him, so the bombs in Happy Park were just a diversion. 

Mister X used a diversion tactic, but he never thought that she and Du Jiu Sheng would suddenly appear. 

Du Jiu Sheng honestly thought about it before giving a slight nod. 

On the way, he drove much slower and he talked much more. 

It wasn’t really more, rather he kept repeating the same words again and again. 

“Do you really not need to rest more?” 

“Did you eat your medicine earlier?” 



“How do you feel right now? Do you feel bad? Dizzy? Do you need to apply peppermint oil?” 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen ate her bread as she said, “Sir head, I feel that you’re not just straightforward, you’re also 

repetitive……” 

Can we restore the conciseness of the sir head and stop all this repetition? 
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“Truly a fool……” 

“Humph, I’m not a fool!” Luo Qing Chen felt that calling her a foolish Xiao Qing would become a mantra! 

No, definitely not! She had to kill this sentence while it was still in the cradle! 

“Truly a foolish Xiao Qing.” He seemed to have thought of something as his eyes became deep and his 

voice became cold, “You easily revealed your identity like this, aren’t you afraid?” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and put her head on her chin as she looked out the window, “You know what 

kind of person mister X is, he already guessed what I’m thinking. Sooner or later, I would have betrayed 

the organization.” 

The parents of the previous host were famous virus scientists for the organization, but they couldn’t 

take being controlled by the organization and burned themselves alive with their research in the lab. 

The previous host had been five at that time. 

“He’s killed too many people, but he’s never used all his strength to kill them.” Du Jiu Sheng knit his 

brows and said in an unsettled voice, “But if he knew that you are my most important person, he would 

use every means he has to kill you.” 

This was because he knew that Murong Xu loved to see his look of despair the most. 

To die was a kind of relief, to watch your most important person die was a kind of torture. 

This was why he didn’t want her to go to the virus testing site with him. 

He would be distracted….. 

Once a person was tied down, their heart wouldn’t be as decisive. At the moment of life and death, a 

moment of distraction could cost you your life. 

“I never asked you before….” She looked over at him and said, “Mister X called you junior brother, did 

the two of your study under the same master?” 

This was something that Luo Qing Chen never imagined. One was the boss of a terrorist organization 

and the other was a righteous leader. 

There was actually a connection between the two of them. 

This was incredible…… 
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“Un.” He nodded as he slightly narrowed his eyes, “Back then, in order to take the Destiny Life Map to 

save Zhi Qing, he didn’t hesitate to kill master. It was a pity that he only got half of the map.” 

“Zhi Qing.” Luo Qing Chen remembered what mister X had said on the phone and she pursed her lips for 

a long time, “So Zhi Qing is your……” 

“No.” He replied without any hesitation, “She was a girl that Murong Xi saved from a killer in the forest 

and then she passed away from illness…..” 

“Murong Xi?” She put everything together, “Mister X.” 

“Un.” He slowly began to drive faster, “He liked Zhi Qing very much, but Zhi Qing had a poor body and 

reached the point where no medicine could cure her. He went to master for the Destiny Life Map, but 

he rejected him.” 

“So…..he killed your master?” Luo Qing Chen almost never would have imagined that mister X would kill 

his master for a girl. 

Or perhaps it was normal for him to kill his master, but for a girl….. 

This was simply unbelievable. 

“Master gave me the other half of the Destiny Life Map before dying and had me leave through a secret 

passage.” His cold eyes narrowed as he said, “I entered the army three years later and never contacted 

him again.” 

“Si!” There was the sudden sound of breaks. 

Di Jiu Sheng’s Rolls Royce stopped in front of a large building. He turned and was about to get out, but 

Luo Qing Chen grabbed his wrist. 

“What is it?” 

“I have a question.” Her eyes were faintly sparkling as she looked at his near perfect face and said, “So 

Zhi Qing liked you?” 

This question was very direct, so direct that she felt the air around her freeze. 

After a while, Du Jiu Sheng replied in a soft voice, “Un.” 


